


CHART OF THE WEEK

While the Federal Reserve (Fed) 
is the lone central bank (outside 
of the Bank of England) 
expected to raise interest rates 
over the next 12 months, the 
Fed is also the only central bank 
that is already reducing its 
balance sheet.

Source: Deutsche Bank Wealth Mgt



MACROECONOMIC DATA



• FED Beige Book

U.S. factories ramped up production in late April and early May despite the risk of a 
global trade war, but soft consumer spending kept the economy growing at a moderate 
rate, the Federal Reserve reported on Wednesday

The assessment of growth across the economy represented a slight upgrade from the 
Fed's prior Beige Book report, which said economic activity was expanding at a "modest 
to moderate pace."

COMMENTS

US FACTORIES SHIFT INTO «HIGHER GEAR» DESPITE 
TRADE WORRIES

source: bloomberg



• US PCE

Core inflation, which is a better gauge of the longer-run trend than the volatile headline, 
continues to come up short. In addition, market-based measures of inflation that 
exclude imputed components, such as certain financial services, are running even further 
below the official objective.

The Fed was hesitant to declare mission accomplished at its last meeting, even though 
its main inflation gauge had finally reached its target - this sentiment is likely to prevail 
through the June meeting. To be sure, if the dollar continues to appreciate due to 
political turmoil in Europe and slower policy - normalization among foreign central 
bankers, import prices will be driven lower, making the inflation target even harder to 
achieve

COMMENTS

INFLATION LACKS TRACTION AS CONSUMER 
BOUNCE BACK

source: bloomberg



COMMENTS

• Markit Eurozone Manufacturing PMI

 IHS markit said its manufacturing purchasing managers indes was 55.5, the lowest in 15 
months and unchanged from a flash estimate last week. while still well above the 50 mark 
that indicates expansion, both output and new orders slowed.

 the 19-nation region has weakened this year enjoying the fastest growth in years at the end 
of 2017. May's survey was carried out before the bout of political turmoil in italy in the past 
week that sent bond yields rising

risks appear tilted towards growth remaining subdued or even cooling further in coming 
months. slowing export sales have been a key dragon both production and order book 
growth

source: bloomberg



• Labor Market Us (1/2)

The gradual acceleration in the 12 month trailing average for nonfarm payrolls fron 168k 
per month in September to 197k now signals improving economic prospects. While it 
took the unemployment rate seven months to decline from 4.1% to 3.9% the drop to 
3.8% in May took only one month

As the pace of hiring continues to build in an already lean labor market, the downward 
pressure on the unemployment rate and upward pressure on wages will become more 
evident - thereby reassuring economics that the Phillips curve trade-off between falling 
unemployment and rising wage pressures/inflation continues to function.

source: bloomberg

COMMENTS



• Labour Market US (2/2)

average hourly earnings of non supervisory and production workers (which is a better 
predictor of the PCE deflator) advanced 0.3% for the third consecutive month

we will need to see the 12 month change at 3% to achieve PCE inflation of 2% based on 
history. Currently, this narrower metric in up only 2,8% in year-on-ear terms, and the 12-
month trailing average is only 2.4%

 in short, wage pressures ae not yet running a a pace that ensures stable 2% inflation. 
Until it does, FED officials will remain confident that their gradual pace of policy 
normalisation remains appropriate

source: bloomberg

COMMENTS

WAGE PRESSURE IS NOT SO STRONG



S&P 500 UST 10Y (yield)

…REACTIONS



EuroStoXX 600 Bund 10Y (yield)

…REACTIONS



EUR vs USD Gold

…REACTIONS



US HY spread EU HY spread

…REACTIONS
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